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Interest Rate Impact on Fair Value of U.S. Insurer Investments

The NAIC’s Capital Markets Bureau monitors developments in the capital markets globally and
analyzes their potential impact on the investment portfolios of US insurance companies. A list of
archived Capital Markets Bureau Special Reports is available via the index
Interest Rate Impact on Fair Value of U.S. Insurer Investments
One of the concerns that comes from a prolonged low interest rate environment is the impact on the
market/fair value of insurer investments when interest rates rise, especially if there is a spike in rates as
opposed to a gradual increase. Increasing interest rates would have a negative impact on the fair value
of an insurer’s invested assets. Gradually increasing rates are unlikely to cause serious concern as
insurers can reinvest cash ﬂows in that environment. A spike in rates, however, may cause a more
dramatic drop in fair value (FV) that would raise questions about appropriate valuations. At the same
time, given the more gradual rollover of invested assets and traditional investment strategies of the
insurance industry, insurers may have more diﬃculty competing with alternative asset managers.
Nevertheless, given the current economic environment in the U.S. and globally, where no growth and
even negative growth remain a concern, the potential for a sudden spike in interest rates is not a highprobability event.
This special report is an update to the NAIC Capital Markets Special Report titled “The Trajectory of
Interest Rates and Its Impact on the Market Value of the U.S. Insurance Industry’s Bond Portfolio,”
published in June 2013. The report focused on bond exposure and reviewed the then recent history of
interest rates, described the term “bond bubble” and discussed the investment risk of higher interest
rates. Interest rates are but one of several factors in FV determinations. Other factors include credit
spreads, bond structure, duration and market volatility concerns. In this special report, we focus on the
historical impact of rates on corporate and municipal bonds, the U.S. insurance industry’s two largest
bond categories. (See Table 1.)
Table 1: Year-End 2015 U.S. Insurance Industry Bond Exposure (BACV, $mil)
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SSAP No. 100—Fair Value Measurements deﬁnes FV as “the price that would be received to sell an asset or
paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement
date.” For publicly traded securities, the FV is the price at which the security trades or, if no recent
trading price is available, a price that appropriately reﬂects the latest bid and ask prices for the security.
For debt securities that are not publicly traded, the FV is the discounted present value of the security
calculated at a reasonable discount rate. For consistency and comparability in FV measurements and
related disclosures, SSAP No. 100 provides detailed FV measurement instructions, including a threelevel FV hierarchy that prioritizes inputs such that highest priority is given to quoted, unadjusted prices
for assets in active markets (i.e., Level 1) and lowest priority is given to unobservable inputs (i.e., Level
3).
As of year-end 2015, U.S. insurers had exposure to bonds with a book/adjusted carrying value (BACV) of
$3.9 trillion. Life companies held 70.3% ($2.7 trillion) of this total bond exposure, followed by P/C
companies with 24.8% ($969.6 billion). As of year-end 2015, about 72% of life companies’ total cash and
invested assets were bonds, whereas for P/C companies, bond exposure accounted for 56% of their
investments. Within bonds, corporate bonds are generally the largest for all insurer types except P/C
companies, whose largest bond exposure is typically in municipals. Corporate bonds comprised 54%
($2.1 trillion) of the total bond exposure for all U.S. insurers, followed by municipal bonds at 14%
($550.7 billion). In addition, exposure to asset-backed securities (ABS), residential mortgage-backed
securities (RMBS) and commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) represented an aggregate 7% of
total bond exposure as of year-end 2015.
While the discussion in this report focuses on the FV of bonds, most insurers report and carry the vast
majority of assets at amortized cost, with some exceptions. For insurers that maintain an Asset
Valuation Reserve (AVR), bonds are reported at amortized cost, except for bonds designated NAIC-6, in
which case the bonds are reported at the lower of amortized cost or fair value. For insurers that do not
maintain an AVR, bonds that are designated NAIC-1 or NAIC-2 are reported at amortized cost with
bonds designated NAIC-3 to NAIC-6 reported at the lower of amortized cost or fair value. Therefore, the
FV ﬂuctuations discussed here do not aﬀect what is reported for assets reported at amortized cost on
balance sheets of the insurers.
Interest Rate Trends
Traditionally, central banks have adjusted interest rates charged between banks (i.e., the federal funds
rate or Fed Funds) or between the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) and banks (discount rate) to
encourage or discourage lending. Lowering rates encourages bank lending, while raising rates
https://www.naic.org/capital_markets_archive/160602.htm
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discourages bank lending. The Fed and central banks abroad have cut their discount rate to, or near,
zero with the onset of the ﬁnancial crisis. With discount rates at or close to zero, in 2009 the Fed
announced the initiation of economic stimulus through quantitative easing (QE). Under QE, the Fed
purchased bonds from banks adding cash to their balance sheets, thus increasing bank reserves by the
same amount. Stronger balance sheets enable banks to replace the securities sold or make new loans.
The cycle of Fed purchases inducing bank purchases has the eﬀect of pushing down longer-term yields
and interest rates on ﬁxed income securities.
While the Fed sets the discount rate and the target for the fed funds rate, they do not have direct
inﬂuence on yields of market instruments. The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC, the rate-setting
body of the Fed) does establish policy for the Fed’s activities in the marketplace that can have an
indirect inﬂuence on market based yields through purchases and sales of Treasuries and other market
instruments. A recent example of this was Operation Twist when the Fed bought signiﬁcant amounts of
longer dated bonds to lower longer yields. Other than that activity, long-term rates and yields are set by
the equilibrium price established by the market. The market is inﬂuenced by expectations of future
interest rates, as well as factors such as economic growth and inﬂation.
As shown in Chart 1, the fed funds rate fell to 0.16% in December 2008 from 5.25% in June 2007. In
December 2015, the FOMC increased the fed funds rate by 0.25%. The December 2015 rate hike was
widely anticipated given Fed communications leading up to that meeting. As of January 2016, fed funds
stood at 0.34%. Following the March 2016 FOMC meeting, the Fed indicated a pull-back from the
previous forecast of a series of four rate hikes in 2016 down to two possible fed funds increases. Of
course, as rates increase, we expect bond prices to decrease because of the inverse relationship of
rate/yield to price.
Chart 1: U.S. Federal Reserve Funds Rates (2000-2016)

Source: Federal Reserve
Chart 2 shows that a near-zero fed funds rate, along with QE, had the expected eﬀect of driving down
yields on bonds. The spike in rates for lower rated investment grade corporate bonds (i.e., Corp Baa) in
2008 graphically depicts the sharp move to less risky assets (ﬂight to quality) that occurred due to the
onset of the ﬁnancial crisis. The shift in yields on below investment grade bonds was even more
dramatic. Of course, as investor demand increased for U.S. Treasuries, thus pushing up their prices, the
rate on U.S. Treasuries subsequently decreased.
https://www.naic.org/capital_markets_archive/160602.htm
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Chart 2: Various U.S. Historical Rates (2000-2016)

Source: Federal Reserve; 30-yr Fixed Mtg represents the residential mortgage rate.
The Dow Jones Corporate Bond Index, an index of 96 recently issued investment grade corporate
bonds, followed a similar path to the price of the U.S. 10-Year Treasury note, except for the more
pronounced bounce from the index’s 2008 low of 86.2% of par to the January 2015 high of 123.6%. In
late 2015, market expectations of increasing interest rates caused a pullback in bond prices from their
2015 peak. Chart 3 shows the performance of the Dow Jones Corporate Bond Index since the beginning
of 2000, compared to the yield of the 10-year Treasury. (Bond prices and yields have an inverse
relationship, meaning that when bond prices rise, bond yields fall.)
Chart 3: U.S. Treasury 10-Year Yield and Dow Jones Corporate Bond Index Price Value History
(2000-2016)

Source: Federal Reserve
https://www.naic.org/capital_markets_archive/160602.htm
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Fair Value of U.S. Insurer Bond Exposure
The impact of interest rates on a bond’s price is partly dependent on the duration of the bond. Duration
is the magnitude of a bond’s price change for a given change in interest rates. Longer duration bonds
are more sensitive (and, therefore, the price more volatile) to changes in interest rates. The price/yield
curve represents the relationship between the price and yield of a bond. (Recall there is an inverse
relationship between the yield and price of a bond: As the yield increases, the price decreases.) A bond
will exhibit negative convexity if the bond has a prepayment option. Under negative convexity, the
inverse relationship still holds, but the change in price from a decrease in yield is less than predicted,
while the change in price from an increase in yield is greater than predicted.
U.S. insurers are required to report FV, although in most cases, because the asset is carried at
amortized cost, BACV is unaﬀected. Based on reported U.S. insurer data, the average FV of all bonds
held by life insurers was 102% of par as of year-end 2015, whereas P/C and title insurers’ bonds had a
FV of 104% of par, health companies bonds’ FV was at 103%, and fraternal companies reported the
highest average FV to par among the insurers at 105%. (See Chart 4.) As previously noted, yields on U.S.
Treasuries are only one component in the determination of FV, with credit spreads being another. For
example, in early 2016 when credit spreads widened more than the Treasury yield declined, the net
result was little or no change in bond prices. On the other hand, credit spreads on below investment
grade bonds tend to be less sensitive to interest rates and more sensitive to expectations of earnings
growth.
Chart 4: Average Fair Value (as a Percentage of Par) of All Bonds Held by Insurers(2006-2015)

The analysis shows that corporate bonds experienced a steady increase in prices since 2009, when the
Fed began a round of interest rate cuts through 2012. Like the aforementioned Dow Jones Corporate
Bond Index, the FV of corporate bonds held by insurers has shown a similar pattern of increases since
2009. (See Chart 5.) Given the inverse relationship of price and interest rates, as the Fed increases
interest rates, however, FV of these corporate bonds will decrease over time. For the time period
analyzed, health companies were the only insurer type to report a FV increase (albeit only 1%) in 2008.
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The severity of FV decline from year-end 2007 to 2008 diﬀered among the remaining insurer types: life
companies, 11% decline; P/C 4%; fraternal 10%; and title 3%.
Chart 5: Fair Value and BACV of Corporate Bonds Held by Insurers (2006-2015)

Since 2006, the FV of corporate bonds as a percentage of par held by life and P/C companies has shown
predictable directional ﬂuctuations. (See Chart 6.) FV as a percentage of par for corporate bonds held by
life companies fell from 102% in 2006 to 87% (signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the ﬁnancial crisis, which resulted
in impairments and downgrades) in 2008; it peaked at 113% of par in 2012. Note the rate and pattern
of growth in the FV of corporate bonds held by life companies is diﬀerent from the pattern seen with
P/C companies. In contrast, the ﬂuctuations of FV as a percentage of par for corporate bonds held by
P/C companies was less dramatic. From 101% of par in 2006, FV of corporate bonds held by P/C
companies decreased to 91% in 2008 before reaching a peak of 109% in 2012. The diﬀerence in the FV
trends among insurers’ corporate bond exposures may be due to diﬀerences in duration and the
proportion of non-investment grade and low investment grade corporate bonds held. That is, life and
fraternal insurers tend to have longer duration bonds, and greater concentrations of non-investment
grade and low investment grade corporate bonds, compared to other insurer types.
Chart 6: Fair Value (as a Percentage of Par) of Corporate Bonds Held by Insurers (2006-2015)
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FV as a percentage of par for municipal bonds from 2006 to 2015 was between 99% (as of 2008) and
110% (as of 2012). P/C companies, for which municipal bonds were the largest bond type at 35% of
bonds at year-end 2015, reported an average FV of 106% of par from 2006 to 2015. (See Chart 7.) Life
companies reported municipal bond holdings with an average FV of 101% of par, and fraternal
companies at 104% of par from 2006 to 2015.
Chart 7: Fair Value (as a Percentage of Par) of Municipal Bonds Held by Insurers (2006-2015)
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Summary
The decline in interest rates in 2009 resulted in a signiﬁcant increase in the FV of U.S. insurers’
investments continuing to 2011-2012. As cash ﬂows were reinvested at then-current interest rates, the
premium of FV over par peaked and has been declining since then. As rates begin to rise—the Fed
indicated two possible rate hikes this year—the FV of bonds will likely decline. Within the U.S. insurance
industry, the average FV of all bonds at year-end 2015 was still at a premium to par. The two potential
rate hikes communicated by the Fed implies a gradual rise in rates. A gradual rise means that the
impact of falling asset prices is expected to occur slowly, over a long period of time, giving insurers a
chance to adjust their portfolios accordingly. Furthermore, insurers carry the majority of assets at
amortized cost (or the lower of amortized cost or FV for low credit quality assets); therefore, a decline in
FV is not expected to have a signiﬁcant impact on insurer balance sheets or impair their reported
ﬁnancial results.
The NAIC Capital Markets Bureau will continue to monitor trends surrounding interest rates and their
impact on the FV of the U.S. insurance industry’s investment portfolios. We will report on any
developments as deemed appropriate.
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Questions and comments are always welcome. Please contact the Capital Markets Bureau at
CapitalMarkets@naic.org.
The views expressed in this publication do not necessarily represent the views of NAIC, its oﬃcers or
members. NO WARRANTY IS MADE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS,
COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY OPINION OR
INFORMATION GIVEN OR MADE IN THIS PUBLICATION.
© 1990 – 2018 National Association of Insurance Commissioners. All rights reserved.
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